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Power Semiconductor Devices for High Power Current Source Converters

-Overview of a symmetrical emitter turn-off (ETO) thyristor-

Paisan Boonchiam I

Abstract

This paper presents the development of an

power semiconductor device for the high power current

source converter (CSC). The CSC is very attractive in

high power applications due to its lower output dv/dt,

easy regeneration capability and implicit short-circuit

protection. Traditionally. either a symmetrical gate

turn-off (GTO) thyristor or an asymmetrical GTO in

series with a diode is used as the power switch in the

CSc. Since the GTO has a lower switching speed

and requires a complicated gate driver. the symmetrical

GTO based CSC usually has low dynamic response

speed and low efficiency. To achieve high power

rating. fast dynamic response speed and low harmonics,

an advanced semiconductor device are needed for the

CSc. Based on symmetrical GTO and power MOSFET

technologies, a symmetrical emitter turn-off (ETO)

thyristor is developed that shows superior switching

performance, high power rating and reverse voltage

blocking capability. Based on a six-switch CSC cell,

the multilevel CSC has the advantages of high power

rating, low harmonics. fast dynamic response and

modularity. Therefore, it is very suitable for high

power applications.
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1. Introduction

A power se mico nd ucto r switch (power

semiconductor device) is a component that is controlled

to either conduct a current when it is commanded ON

or block a voltage when it is commanded OFF . This

chang e of conductivity is made possible in a

semiconductor by specially arranged device structures

that control the carrier transportation. The time that it

takes to change the conductivity is also reduced to the

microsecond level as compared to the millisecond level

of a mechanical switch. By employing this kind of

switch, a properly designed electrical system can control

the flow of electric energ y, shaping the electricity into

desired forms [I]. If a power semiconductor device
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